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A Medieval Community
that Nursed the
Revolutionary War Wounded.

Ephrata Cloister; Jct. of Rt. 272 and 322.
A restored community founded by
German Seventh-Day Bapti sts in 1732.
Penn 's religious tolerant colony attracted
this
brother and
sisterhood
wh o
practiced celi bacy and lived a rigid life of
self discipline . Under the leadership of
Conrad Beissel they became the colony's
early printers of books , that were hand
ill ustrated by the sisters , skilled in
Fraktur . Open wk . dys . 8 : 30 a.m . to 5
p.m . - Sun . 1 to 5 p.m.
(Pa. His toric al & Mu se um
Co mmi ssio n)

-4-,
~

A Step Backward in Time
to Rural America.

Pa. Farm Museum of Landis Valley; N . of
Lancaster on Rt. 272. A collection of
buildings and artifacts characteristic of
the people and I ife of rural Pa . from mid
1700 to 1900. Tavern , gun shop, school ,
18th cent. log farm , 19th cent. farm,
firehouse, co untry store , early vehicles ,
museum etc . Open wk . dys . 9 a.m . to
4 : 30 p .m. - Sun. 12 to 4 : 30 p.m .
(Pa . Hi st o ri cal & Mu seum Comm i ssion)

~ Home of the Only U.S.
~
Bachelor President.

S . o n Rt . 222 , thru Readi ng . Rt. 222 & 272 to Ephrata . Rt.
272 S. t o Pa. Farm Mu seum. Rt. 272 t o 222 thru Lancaster,
w . on Rt. 23 (Walnut-Marietta) to Wh eatland .

Wheatland' W . end of Lancaster on
Marietta A~e . (Rt. 23) Gracious home of
James Buchanan , 15th Pres . of U.S.
(from 1857 to 1861) the keystone state's
only U.S. Pres . The mansion was built In
1828 . Miss Harriet Lane , Buchanan 's
niece served as his hostess and first
lady . Fine example of ~lnt !- bellum
restoration . Much of the furnishings are
original. Open daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(Ja m es Bu chan'an Foundat ion)
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The Festival and its Sponsorship
The Kutztown Folk Festival is sponsored by the Pennsylvania Folklife Society. a
nonprofit educational corporation affiliated with URSINUS COllEGE. Collegeville. Pennsylvania . The Society ' s purposes are threefold: First. the demonstrating
and displaying of the lore and folkways of the Pennsylvania Dutch through the
annual Xutztown Folk Festival; second, the collecting. studying, archiving and
publishing the lore of the Dutch Country and Pennsylvania through the publication of PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE Magazine; and third, using the proceeds
for scholarships and general educational purposes at URSINUS COllEGE .

by Gail M. Hartmann
This year, the Kutztown Folk Festival marks its thirtieth anniversary; the Annual Quilting Contest celebrates
its fifteenth year as a part of the Folk Festival. Many
changes have occurred during those fifteen years and I
would like to share some of them with you.
The Annual Quilting Contest began in 1965. For the
first four years, the quilt were displayed in the building
which now houses our Grange Exhibits. Although we
accepted quilts for three weeks before the Folk Festival
opened, we were lucky to receive 200 entries! (Th is
year, we received 1500 entries in les than three days!)
In those early years, the judges and emp loyees had to
climb up on platforms on each side of the building and
work from "on high!"
Then, in 1968, the Pennsy lvania Folk li fe Society,
which sponsors the Annual Kutztown Folk Festival,
built the structure which now houses the quilts. During
the year, this building is where the equipment for the
Folk Festival is stored. Once the building is empty, the
racks on which the quilts are hung are lowered from the
ceiling. After much sweeping, scrubbing, and cleaning,
it is ready to become the Quilt Building.
During the first year at our present location, we had
about 500 quilts on display in eight section s. Each of
those sections had just three rows. As the Quilt Con-
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The author or one of her staff will be happy to show
you any quilt that you would like to examine.

test grew, we were forced to add four additional ection .
ow, we have twelve sections and each section ha four
rows.
Through the years, the Annual Quilting Conte t ha
grown from those 200 quilt to over 1500 entries. Each
year has brought new suggestion and impro ement to
every phase of the contest. We expect 1979 LO be our
best year yet!
All of the 1500 qui lts in the Quilt Building are entirely
hand-quilted. We inspect each one to make sure that
no machine q uilted ones get into the contest. The
j udges a lso check each qui lt.

The fi e cia e in which a quilt ma be entered are
pieced patchwork, applique patchwork, embroidered,
all-quilted, and antique.
Pieced patch\ ork quilt are the mo t popular. Piece
of material are ewn together in ariou pattern to
form the top of the quilt. Trip round the World,
Lone tar, Broken tar, Double edding Ring, Dahlia,
and Log Cabin are ome of the mo t popular entrie .
ome pattern, uch a Log Cabin and Trip
ound the
World, need no marking. The quilting pattern i already there; ju t quilt on both ide of each eam. The
Double Wedding Ring eem to be the mo t popular

Our skilled Kutztown Folk Festival qui/ters will be delighted to reveal some oj their secrets oj stitchery.
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with the people who visit the Festival; we never have
too many of tha t pattern.
Applique patchwork quilts are my personal favorites.
Figures, such as di stel fink s, hearts, tulips, and other
flower s, are appliqued, or sewn on top of; a piece of
materi al. Once the applique design is fini shed, the top
is marked in pencil or with transfer paper with the design
which will be quilted. Although kits for appliqued
quilts have become popular in recent years, many of our
entries are original designs. Some of these designs
have been handed down from one generation to another
for over one hundred years. Unfortunately, several·
of these originals have been copied by magazines and
craft books and have been made into kits. However,
the originals are more beautiful and of more value.
Most of our embroidered quilts are done in cross-stitch
rather than outline or satin stitch; most of these crossstitched quilts are kits. However, they are finely done .
Occasionally, we get an original outline or satin stitch
quilt. Not only is the embroidery done by hand, but
the design itself is completely original; these quilts are
particularly beautiful.
The all-quilted quilts require the most work . The
only design on these quilts is the one which is quilted
into it. Therefore, the quilting must be well done, so
that the design is easy to see. The top is marked with
the design and then quilted. Some of the most popular
designs are the Star of Bethlehem, Doves, Peacocks,
and Wild Rose or Pansy. These quilts require more
quilting and more time than any other quilt.
The antique quilt is not for everyone. More often
than not, these quilts are made from non-colorfast,
non-washable fabrics. They will not take the punishment that newly-made quilts can endure. However,
almost without exception, the antique quilts are more
finely done than modern quilts. Perhaps, greatgrandmother had more time to devote to her quilting
than we do today? I have not yet found a satisfactory
explanation.
The judges select eight prize-winners in each class.
All the quilts are judged on the day before we open.

Janet displays the ever popular Rose of Sharon quilt.
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Jan is holding one of the many variations
of the Star pattern quilt.

Each of the judges may purchase one quilt. However,
those quilts are the only ones which are sold before we
open. Although they are usually sold before the end of
the week, the prize-winners remain on display throughout
the Folk Festival.
For those people who would like a closer look at some
quilts, I have a Seminar Stage program each afternoon
at 4:30 P.M. We have about fifteen quilts which you
will be able to see "close-up."
Over the years, more and more younger people have
become interested not only in quilts but in quilting as
well. About one-half of our quilts are entered by people
under thirty-five. Both men and women have discovered
the joy of quilting . This one fact is extremely important. The Quilting Contest was initiated to "revive the
Nineteenth Century art of quilt-making." I think that
the contest has realized this goal, but we will-continue
to encourage more people to discover quilting.
Quilting is easy to learn. If you can thread a needle
and baste a hem, you can quilt. Quilting is simply a
running basting stitch through several thicknesses of
material. Usually, the bottom is stretched into the
frame first. Then, a batting of polyester or cotton or
wool is spread over the bottom. Finally, the top is
fitted and pinned into place. The quilt is ready to be
quilted.
In the Quilt Building each day, we have several quilters
who will be delighted to show you some of their secrets.
My staff and I will be glad to show you any quilt that
you might like to see; we will also be glad to answer
any questions you may have about quilts or the Annual
Quilting Contest. If we do not know the answer, we
will try to find it for you.
A copy of the 1979 Contest Rules has been reproduced
in this article for you , so that you can see how the contest operates. Although we do not accept quilt by mail,
we do receive quilts from many place. However,
about 85070 of our entries come from the Pennsylvania
Dutch counties of Berks, Lancaster, Lebanon, Lehigh,
and Northampton.
I urge you to become intere ted in quilts and quilting.
I am sure that you will find them as exciting as I do.

BETWEEN AU.EHTOWN

a READtNG. PA.

College Blvd. & Yine. Kutztown , Pa. 19530 . Phone 1-215-683-8707

Junt 30·July 1·2·3·4·5·()·7,1'l7'l
FIFTEENTH ANNUAL QUILTING CONTEST
1979 Contest Rules
The Pennsylvania Folklife Society , in an effort to revive the Nineteenth
'~e ntury art of quilt-making, will sponsor its Fifteenth Annual QUILTING
CC;~TEST during the 30th An n ual Kutztown Folk Festival, June 30 through July 7 .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .

17 .

18 .

Any person or organization is eligible to enter quilts in the contest .
NO quilt smaller than twin size, app . 70" X 75", will be accepted .
~price must be placed on each quilt ~ the entrant not in excess of
$225 . 00 .
A handling charge , as stated below , and Pennsylvania ' s 6%
sales tax will be added to that stated price .
ALL quilts must be measured for their width and length in inches and
-rdentified as to class ~ the entrant .
The entrant will automatically authorize the Pennsylvania Folklife
Society to offer the quilts for sale .
The handling charges are :
(a) Quilts valued at $99 . 00 or less . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10 . 00;
(b) Quilts valued between $100 . 00 and $200.00 . . . . . . . . . . $20 . 00 ;
(c) Quilts valued at more tha n $200 . 00 .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25 . 00 .
All quilts must be presented between Saturday, June 23 , 1979, and
Monday, June 25 , 1979 .
Including Sunday, the office is open from
9 : 00 A.M . through 4:00 P . M.
NO quilts will be accepted bef o re or
after these dates .
-Only the first 1500 quilts will be accepted .
Except for the prize-winners, all quilts will be equally displayed
throughout the 30th Annual Kutztown Folk Festival .
ALL quilts will be identified by number ~ .
ALL quilts must be entered in pers o n; no mailed quilts accepted .
NO quilts containing wool or woolen fabric will be accepted .
All quilts MUST BE hand-quilted .
All quilts ~sOTd shall be picked - up after 7 : 30 P . M. , Satu rday ,
July 7, 1979 , through Monday , July 9, 1979, at Noon .
The office
will be open Sunday , July 8, 1979 , from 9:00 A . M. to 4:00 P.M .
Regardless of whether or not the quilts are sold, the entrant pays
no fee .
The Pen n sylvania Folklife Society assumes full responsibility from
loss, theft , etc . from the date of entry until the quilts are
returned to the entrant, but no later than July 9 , 1979, at Noon .
The five classes are as followS:
(a) Pieced Patchwork;
(b) Applique Patchwork ;
(c) Embroidery ;
(d) All-Quilted ;
(e) Antique .
The prizes are as follows :
(a) First place in each class receives a ribbon and $75 . 00 ;
(b) Seco n d place in each class receives a ribbon and $65 . 00 ;
(c) Third place i n each class receives a ribbo n and $50 . 00 ;
(d) Fourth place in each class receives a ribbo n a nd $40 . 00 ;
(e) Four h onorable mentions in each class get a ribbon & $25 . 00 .
Judging is based o n the following:
(a) Uniqueness of design, color, and needlework ;
(b) Appropriateness of materials used;
(c) Adaptation of customs & traditions of the Pennsylvania Dutch ;
(d) Craftsma n ship and beauty ;
(e) Originality .

Shunning

Shun, "v.t.; to avoid deliberately, especially as a
practice; to keep clear of," is a simple, four-letter word
which is not even given much of a definition. Yet, it
holds such importance to a large group of people, the
Amish.
The importance is two-fold: It led to the founding of
the Amish Church and it is a major influence in holdi-ng
that church together today. The Mennonites, a Protestant group that withdrew from the Catholic Church,
practiced shunning. Shunning meant that whenever a
church member disobeyed church doctrine, none of the
other members would speak to him again. The interpretation of church doctrine was left up to the bishop.
In 1693, a group of Mennonites from Bern, Switzerland, claimed that shunning was not done in a strict
enough fashion; they withdrew from the Mennonite
Church. Their leader was Jacob Amman. Thus, they
were called the Amish.
The fear of being shunned can be described only by a
member of the Amish Church. Many people believe
that too much importance is placed on the threat of
being shunned. And yet, it is there and it is very real,
even if it is used only rarely. To see other people use
modern conveniences and know that they are forbidden
to you, how can one describe the feeling? Automobiles, machines, telephones, and electricity, which
means no television, no vacuum cleaners, no washers
and dryers, no dishwashers, and no hair dryers,
are just a few of the things which are denied to the
Amish. How can one live without these things?
Then, other things are also forbidden. No pictures
may be taken; no jewelry may be worn; and no fancy
decorations may adorn the house. To live like this,
knowing that other people live quite differently, what is
it really like? Why do the Amish not change? Sim-
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ply, they know that if they do, if they want these
modern conveniences, they must leave the church.
They will be shunned!
Most of what is written about shunning is derogatory,
and yet much of what is written about Amish life is not.
This does not make sense: The life is good, but what
creates it is bad. Jacob Amman is described as a conservative-minded man of decided opinions and evidently
of an aggressive personality. He demanded a strict
observance of the older customs and practices and
planted suspicion of all innovations in the affairs of
every-day living, as well as in forms of church worship.
This was in the 1690's!
The documented cases of shunning seem to be examples of the most extreme situations. A man had a
bath tub installed in his house; the family was shunned.
A man married a woman from a slightly different
Amish sect; he was shunned. A family had a daughter

by
Richard C.Gougler

who was afflicted with infantile paralysis. She needed
the care of a di tant doctor, so the family bought an
automobile to take her to see him. The family was
shunned. A family was beset with much illness during
the spring plowing season and could not plow their
fields. They tried to hire someone to plow the fields
with horses, but could not. In desperation, they hired
someone to plow the fields with a tractor; they were
shunned. It is difficult to find recorded ca es of
wrong-doers who were shunned, although there must be
many uch instances.
Shunning often breaks the church into small factions.
Sometimes, when a person is shunned, all his relations
withdraw and form a church of their own. This situation can spell disaster for the original church. Due to
much intermarrying, most members are relatives in
ome way to each other. In some cases, shunning
breaks up a family. If they remain Amish, they may not
remarry, but they must separate.
Before a person is shunned, he is usually given a
chance to repent. If he appears before the congregation and confesses his sin, he will be forgiven and not be
shunned. However, many Amish are strong-willed
and refuse to repent. I f a person who is shunned has a
change of heart and decides to repent at a later time,
he is usually taken back into the fold.
The presentation on the Main Stage of the Kutztown
Folk Festival depicts a shunning. The character are
fictional, but an attempt is made to make them real
people. They are neither all good nor all bad. Sometimes, they do things that hurt others; other times, they
are very kind and considerate . Just as in any ociety,

the Ami h have day-lo-day goal, problem, and
hurdle to 0 ercome. Each ha hi own indi idualilY·
The main focu i on the Menno and Reba Fi her
family, which ha everal children. At the tart of the
musical, one of them, Timothy, i getting married.
There is trouble between two other on , Matthew and
Luke, for they both like the same girl, Esther Glick.
A young son, John, question the Amish way-of-life
with the song, "Why Can't We Have What The English
Have?" A daughter, Faith, refuse to get married
until she can live her secret desire. And, overshadowing all of this is a terrible drought. What does a farmer
do when all hi crops die and he has no water for his
livestock?
Some non-Amish realize the plight of the farmers and
try to take advantage of the ituation by offering to buy
their farms. There is much humor and drama as the
Fishers attempt to solve their problems. Their neighbors, the Esh's, the Glick' , and the Martin's, become
involved. They have church in their homes, for they
are "House Ami h." The young people have "singings" and dances. Then, tragedy strikes and rips
everything to shreds!
The cast consists entirely of local people who range
in age from four to seventy-seven. Except for the
church hymns, the music is all original composition
which was written especially for this presentation. In
the middle of this Folk Festival Program, you will find
a synopsis of the scenes and a listing of the songs.
Everyone connected with the production hopes that you
will come to the Main Stage and enjoy our presentation,

The Shunning.

by Marie Gottshall
A band box is a box, which is hand-made, of wood,
cardboard, or a combinatio n of both materials. The
boxes, which are made from cardboard, are sewn
together with linen thread and then covered with scraps
of wall paper. They mayor may not be lin ed with
wallpaper or newspaper.
In Europe, band boxes were used to store clothing.
The early boxes were used to transport and tore
starched, elaborate co ll ars, which were known as
ruffs. In England, Eli zabeth I and her co urt were
particularly fond of these collars. In most of the
portraits of Queen Eli zabeth I, she is wear in g an
elaborate court costume, which included a ruff. Later,
Oliver Cromwell's teachings dictated plainness of
dress and eliminated these fancy ruffs. They were
replaced by a simple linen neck band, which was
known as "The Band of the Commonwealth." These
collar bands were stored in cylindrical boxes. Thus,
the name, band boxes, became popular. Also, ladies
used these boxes to store their bonnets, ribbons,
dresses, jewelry, buttons, sewi ng, hair-pieces, spices,
artificial flowers, pins, and gloves.
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The author carefully sews the edges of one of her
Band Box creations at her Festival display.

In America, band boxe enjoyed even greater
popularity than they had in Europe. The boxes were
welcome additions to the home; they offe red additio nal
storage space, which wa at a premiu m in colonia l
American homes. At the same time, they were decorative!
In Pennsylvania Dutch culture, scratched, decorated
eggs were kept in boxes which had been made specifically for that purpose. At Easter time, these eggs were
given as gifts to close friends and relatives. Some of
these boxes had glass wind ows worked into the lid of
the box, so that the fragile, decorated egg cou ld be
seen but not handled.
Usually, a lady in each village or town made boxes
to sell . She would sell these boxes to storekeepers,
since no factorie , from which the boxes could be ordered,
existed . Wallpaper dealer a lso old band boxes. A
early as 1771, documents at the Ephrata Cloisters
record ales of boxes to strangers. If a store customer
wanted his purcha e in a box, he had to buy the box.In 1820, box pri ces ranged from twelve to fifty cent.

Boxes were made in the size which wa needed to
accomondate the article which would be tored in that
box. A top hat box was made in the hape of a
top hat. Corner boxes were made to fit on a corner
shelf; a half-circle box was used to hold ladie ' comb.
Boxe , which were made in the shape of a heart, often
contained a gift of special sentiment. Ladie1> who were
going to attend the theatre carried large, heart-shaped
boxes which held their head coverings. While at the
theatre, ladies checked their bonnets and put on the
small head coverings.
During the Nineteenth Century in the Mennonite
religion, the women wore fancy lace coverings which
had wire frames. These coverings were usually kept in
a box at the meeting house. The Mennonite ladies
wo uld wear their bonnets to meeting. When they
arrived at the meeti ng house, they wou ld remove their
bonnets and put o n their coverings . At the end of the
service, the women wo ul d return the coverings to their
boxes for use the next Sunday. Some meeting houses
had specially-built shelves in the vestibu le where covering
boxes were stored.
From 1820 thro ugh 1850, the ba nd box enjoyed
its greatest popularity. T he Industrial Revolution was,
in part , responsib le for th is pop ularity . [n the texti le
industry, new avenues of employment were opened to
Materi als
Four-ply railroad board
Wallpaper
Linen thread
Ruler
Quilting need les
Scissors
Wallpaper or wheat paste
Newspaper or wallpaper with which to line box
Paint brush with which to apply paste
Direc tio ns
Berore cutting your cardboard strips, check your
cardboard to determine which way it will bend without
cracking. Then, cut your strips in that direction.
Draw your patterns ror the desired shape and si ze.
Cut the top pattern lIS-inch larger than the bottom
pattern. Then, cut the side pattern to the desired
height. The length or the shape's side should be cut
one-inch longer than the circumrerence. Follow th e
same procedure to cut the lid's side.
For the wallpaper, cut the lid's top piece l/. or an
inch to one-inch larger than the circumrerence or the
lid. If possbile, center the wa ll paper design. Cut the
piece ror the bottom one-inch larger than the cardboard bottom . For the side, cut the wallpaper strip
one-inch wider than the height and Y2 -inch longer
than the length or the cardboard. Cut the lid side
covering V,-inch higher and Y2 -inch longer than the
cardboard lid side.
For the box lining, you may use a contrasting wallpaper or old newspapers or magazines. Cut the LOp

The authors Band Boxes come in
many shapes and sizes.

omen, \ ho migrated to the textile center to find
work .
ith their ne\ I -acquired \ ages, they purchased
eeding torage ontainer to protect
new ardrobe.
their ne\ acqui ition during the trip home, the \ omen
pur ha ed band boxe .
I 0, at that time, ne\ form
of tran poration, uch a train and teamboat, \ ere
popular .
s money became more readil a ailable,
middle-cia
merican began to tra el. To protect
their belonging while tra eling, people purcha ed band
boxe .
About 1850, a method wa de i ed in which gummed
tape was u ed in the construction and manufacture of
cardboard boxe. A the year pas ed, ladie were no
longer needed to ew band boxe
The hand-made
band box faded from the cene.
Because of their rugged con truction, the e band
boxes of yesteryear are still in exi tence today.
ince
they were u ed a storage container, many boxe
were kept in attic. As a re ult, many band boxes
escaped the ravages of hard use and are in excellent
condition today. They have been pre er ed for
posterity.
I have included ome instructions for tho e who
would like to make their own band boxes . If you wou ld
like some help or a demon tration, I am located on
the Common during the 1979 Kutztown Folk Festival.

and bottom lining Y. -inch larger than the top and
bottom or the box . Cut the side lining V,-inch
smaller in height and V,- inch larger than length or
box side. The lid side lining should be cut Y. -inch
smaller in height and Y2-inch longer than length or
lid side.
When sewing the box together, use a single strand or
linen thread. I r you rotate your needle as you puncture
the cardboard, you will rind it easier LO pu sh your
needle through the cardboard. Do not pull your
thread LOO tightly, as it will tear right through the
cardboard. Wrap the side piece or the box around the
bottom piece until the edges rit tightly. The side
piece should overlap about one-inch. Hold side piece
overlap tightly and pu h out bottom piece. Stitch
side overlap, so that all the edges lie Oat. Replace
the bottom or the box . With the thread on the inside,
bring the needle up through the bottom at edge and
whip-stitch bottom piece to side piece. Finish with the
thread on the inside. Follow the same procedure to
sew the lid together .
Next, you will want LO paste the pap~r covering
on the box. Following the package directions and
smoothing out all the lumps, mix your wheat or wallpaper paste in a bowl. Starting with the box bottom,
apply paste LO the bottom o r the box and LO the
wallpaper piece which has been cut ror the bottom.
Center box on the paper. Then, every l/. or an inch
around the box, slash the paper with a scissors

rrom the edge or the paper to the edge or the box .
One by one, rold the tabs up and press them smoothly
again st the side or the box. For the box side, apply
paste to the side covering and the box side. Put
paste over the tabs rrom the bottom which you have
just pasted to the side or the box . Apply the paper to
the side or the box and overlap the paper on the
side or the box which is opposite the stitching . Keep
the edge or the paper even with the bottom or the
box . Your excess paper should be at the LOp. Smooth
out all the air pockets. With your scissors, slash the
paper at the LOp or the box, 0 that you will ha ve
tabs. One at a time, rold these ta bs down toward
the inside or the box. Be sure to keep the edge around
the LOp or the box smooth . Repeat thi s process to
paper the outside or the lid .
Ir you want LO line your box , trace the box bottom
onto the paper you have chosen to line your box .
Arter you have cut out the rorm, slash the edges
to rorm y. -inch tabs around it. Repeat this process
to make the lid lining piece. Apply paste LO the inside
or the box bottom and to the lining piece. Press
lining paper in place and smooth it out. The tabs
should go up the inside wall.
ow, apply paste to the
inside wall or the box and to its lining paper. Put
the lining in place and work it smooth. Repeat this
proce s to line the lid .
While the box is drying, continue to shape it into
place. Since cardboard warps easily, continued shaping
is recommended .

Marie is shown pasting inside of a Band
Box in preperation for the lining.

A valuable collection of antique
Band Boxes.

COOKING
for the

LORD
by Theodore W. Jentsch

Each year, the Kutztown Folk Festival Issue of Pennsy lvania Folklije tries to present to the reader interesting
and informative articles about various Folk Festival
highlights. As eating, (who can resist all those Pennsylvania Dutch goodies), is an important element of
each Folk Festival, we always feature at least one article
about food. This article concerns the food which is
prepared and served by church organizations: the Mormon group from Temple, Pennsylvania; Saint Michael' s
Lutheran Church from Hamburg, Pennsylvania; and
the Women' s Guild of Zion's United Church of Christ
at Wind sor Castle, Pennsylvania. Hence, the title,
"Cooking for the Lord," was chosen.
Quite frankly, I have found absolutely nothing in the
way of a Biblical text to directly illustrate or support
the title of this article. However, the Bible is filled
with references about being helpful to others, about
being generous and courteous, and about being kind
and unselfish. In this spirit, the many people who are
involved in these church-related food activities serve
the thousands o f Folk Festival visitors who come to
them each year for refreshment and sustenance. Also,
keep in mind that all of the work performed by these
church people is completely voluntary. No one gets
paid. Work must be done not just during the week of
the Folk Festival; it is a year-round involvement. For
example, the apples, which are used for the "Schnitz,"
or dried apples, are gathered and cut in the fall. Then,
they are dried and stored until the Folk Festival, where
they are used to make "Schnitz un Knepp," or dried
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apples and dumplings, which is a traditional Pennsylvania Dutch favorite . Chow-chow, another Pennsylvania Dutch delight, requires many vegetables in its
preparation. Corn, several kinds of beans, and other
vegetables must be harvested. Then, according to
traditional recipes, they are mixed together, canned,
and stored until they are used to grace Folk Festival
tables. All the work, including the setting-up before,
the preparation of food during, the tearing-down after,
and the storage between Folk Festivals, is done gratis.
Therefore, maybe the title of the article is not too far off
the mark, since all profits are used by the churches in
their parish programs. Yes, "Cooking for the Lord"
aptly describes the Folk Festival activities of these
groups.
Saint Paul, writing to the Galatians, encourages
them, " . . . through love, be servants of one another."
(Galatians 5: 13)
If you come to the Mormon-operated food stand,
which is the most recent of the church groups to become
involved with the Folk Festival, you will experience
some of that loving service to which Saint Paul refers.
They cater to those Folk Festival visitors who do not
want to sit down to eat and have a wide assortment of
"eat-as-you-go" Pennsylvania Dutch specialties . You
will fine a variety of sandwiches, soup, Dutch baked
beans, lemonade, and the specialty of the house Dutch Strawberry Tart! ! For those who would like to
take some Pennsylvania Dutch dried corn home with
them, the stand also sells packaged dried corn. Profit
are applied to the group ' s building and welfare funds .
The prophet Isaiah forsees the time when, "Every
one helps hi s neighbor . .. " (Isaiah 41 :6)
If you want to find a nice, cool, relaxing atmosphere

where you can sit down and enjoy som e real country
neighborliness, you must try Saint Mi chael's Luth eran
Church' s eating tent, where dedi cated people ha ve been
providing just that for the past thirteen years. You
can also enjoy the best chi cken corn noodle oup and
scrapple you have ever eaten!! For dessert, you may
choose from a mind-boggling assortment of pies , such
as sweet strip lemon, raisin, cheese custard , and cherry .
Ye , in a real way, "Cooking for the Lord " makes
neighbors of all who visit the Saint Michael' s tent. All
income from those thirteen years ha been put into a
special building fund, which will soon be applied
toward the construction of a Christian education unit
which will be adjacent to the church .
"Seek and you wi ll find, ask and it will be given to
you . . . good measure, pressed down, running
over ... " (Manhew 7:7, Luke 6:37)
Perhaps, I have taken a few liberti e with the e scripture passages, but once you have tried the food at the
eating pavilion of the Women ' s Guild of Zion' United
Church of Christ you will understand. Seek out their
location on the Folk Fe tival Grounds, ask for the
family style dinner, I will guarantee that you will be
given good measure!! The Annual Kutztown Folk
Festival is thirty years old and the peop le of Zion'
United Church of Christ have participated in everyone
of tho e thirty years . They have provided one of the
major eating e tablishments on the Folk Festiva l
Grounds. What a meal!! Ham, chicken, string
beans, pot pie, potato filling, corn, cottage cheese,
app lebutter, chow-chow, pepper cabbage, celery and
carrots, "Schnitz un Knepp," bread and butter, and
beverages are a ll available in unlimited quanti tie . An
average of sixteen thou a nd meals has been served each
year for thirty years. With the exception of the young
Family style dinners are featured by the
Women's Guild of Zions V.CC

For 13 years St. Michael's Lutheran Church has
specialized in delicious Po. Dutch food platters.

waitress, who are permitted to keep their tips, not a
single individual makes a personal dollar from the enterprise. Every cent is ploughed back into the Kingdom
work of Zion's United Church of Christ.
So you see, the days of neighborly service, of doing
something for love and not just for personal profit,
have not vanished entirely. The Festival's folk, who
do their "Cooking for the Lord," are maintaining a
tradition sorely needed today. So often, doing for
others becomes a casualty of selfishness and selfcenteredness. I feel that the church-operated food
establishments at the Annual Kutztown Folk Festival
are a Twentieth Century reflection of what Saint Paul
records about the Christians of the First Century:
"Day after day ... they broke bread together ... sharing means with simple joy."
(Acts 2:46)
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CORN HUSK DOLLS
LADDER BACK CHAIR MAKER

SEMINAR STAGE
Folklife Seminars On The Pennsylvania Dutch Culture
11 :30 A.M. - HEIDELBERG POL KA BAND
Old songs and trad it iona l marches are presented by one of Lancaster Co unty 's f inest mus ica l
groups wh ich is directed by James K. Beard .

Noon - PENNSYLVAN IA DUTCH CUSTOMS THROUGH THE YEAR
Traditional Pennsylvania Dutch customs for such yearly celebrat ions as Fasnacht Day , Easter , and
Christmas are explained by Martha Best.

12 : 30 P.M . - COSTUMES OF THE " PLAIN DUTCH "
This panarama of costumes from past centuries of Dunkard and Mennonite trad itions is narrated
by Isaac Clarence Kulp , Jr.

1 : 00 P.M . - PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH ANTIQUES AND COLLECTABLES
Examples of the folk art , antiques , and collectables of the Pennsylvania Dutch are presented by
Earl F . and Ada F. Robacker .

1 :30 P.M. - " GUT ESSA ," DOWN -TO-EARTH EATING !
Delectable Pennsylvania Dutch foods from " Ponhaws " (scrapple) to " Schn itz un Knepp " (dried
apples and dumplings) are explained by Jane Stinsmen .

2 : 00 P.M. - PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH CRAFTS AND CRAFTSMEN
Crafts of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries are demonstrated by Folk Festival craftsmen
and explained by Robert Bu cher .

2:30 P.M. - THE MENNONITE PEOPLE
Some of the distinctive beliefs , practices , and music which comprise the everyday life of these
people are presented by Robert F. Ulle.

3:00 P.M. - FOLKLORE AND SUPERSTITIONS
White and black magic , from hexerei to braucherie , and occult practices of the past and present
are explained by Ri chard Shaner . The snake lore of the Pennsylvania Dut chland is presented by
Phares H . Hertzog.

3:30 P.M. - THE SKILLS OF WOOD-WORKING
Experts in whittling , carving , and turning wood discuss their different techniques . The program is
hosted by Barry I. Mc Farland .

4:00 P.M.- " PLAIN " PENNSYLVANIA
A scholarly review and comparison of the " Plain Dutch ," Am is h , Mennonite , and Dunkard , is
presented by Isaac Clarence Kulp , Jr.

4:30 P.M. - FARM AND HOME HANDICRAFTS
These interviews with and demonstrat ions by various Folk Festival craftsmen are presented by
George A rold and John Dre ibel bis .

5;00 P.M. - QUILTS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH COUNTRY
An explanation of the quilter's art and examples of traditional Pennsylvania Dutch motifs are
presented by Gail M . Hartmann.

5:30 P.M.- HEIDELBERG POLKA BAND
A concert which h ig hlights all the traditional Pennsylvania Dutch favorite tunes is directed by
James K. Beard .

. . see map on back page

•
URSINUS COLLEGE STUDIES AT THE KUTZTOWN FOLK FESTIVAL
The Pennsylvania Folklife Society is greatly honored to host a Pennsylvania Dutch Studies course,
which is given concurrently with our 30th A nnual Kutztown Folk Festival.
This year will mark the fifth anniversary of this cooperative effort between the Pennsylvania Folklife
Society and Ursinus College . It is now possible for students visiting the Kutztown Folk Festival not
only to enjoy its wealth of folk culture but also to earn college credit. Thomas E. Gallagher , Jr. is field
director of this Pennsylvania Dutch Studies course , which is only a portion of the Pennsylvania Dutch
Studies offerings of Ursinus College during its summer sessions.
P.D.S. 438 - Local Sources of Folk Culture - [one cred it )
This course is an overview of oral and printed sources of folk culture and traditions . The course
covers artifacts , folk informants, and methods of organizing folk information. The course is t aught by
Isaac Clarence Kulp , Jr., who has been associated with the Kutztown Folk Festival since its
inception .
....
. : . see map on back page
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1 :00 P.M.
• MUSIC AND PI
HUMOR'
Music and son!
Pennsylvania 0
Freeman
00 P.M.
• MAJOR KUTZT
PRESENTATIOI

Place : Balloon Area
Time : 6 : 30 P.M.
Th!s old-fashioned balloon ascension
is similar to those made in the
Pennsylvania Dutch Country
in the 1870·s .

o

o
o
Place : Hay Wagon
Time: 11 : 00 A .M . to 5:00 P.M.

20

12:30 P.M.
• FOOD SPECIAL
FOLK FESTIVA
Hosted by JanE

o 2:

Place: G range Building
Time : 9 : 00 A .M . to 7 : 00 P.M .
Eight local grange organizations display produce from
Pennsylvania Dutch farms .

NOON
• HEIDELBERG F
Directed by Jar

Children under twelve years
old are invited to join in the
playing of traditional Pennsylvania Dutch chi Idren's
games .

Tht Shunl
3:45 P.M.

• COUNTRY
Veteran auctior
Jr., sells a vari
Pennsylvania 0

5:30 P.M.
• MUSIC
Songs and mu:

6:00 P.M.
• MAJOR KUTZT
PRESENTATIOI

Tht Shunl

PENNSYLVANI
DUTCH :3 7

..

--

I

~

THE

COOKING AND CANNING
Place : Country Kitchen
Time : 9 : 00 A . M . to 7 : 00 P. M .

HANGING
Place : The Gallows
Ti me : Noon & 4 : 00 P.M .

Preparation of typical PennsylDutch meals Includes
menus with favorite
recipes .

The hanging of Susanna
Cox for infanticide reenacts Pennsy lv anla 's
most famous execution In
1809

Pla ce : Hoedown Stage
Time : 11 : 00 A . M . & 5 : 00 P. M .
The abduction of Regina
Hartman by local Indians is
dramallzed

Junt 30'July 1·l-3·4·5·6·1,1()1()
gg~

TAGE
BAND
Beard

l1li

T THE KUTZTOWN
DANCING,
HOEDOWNING, AND JIGGING

men
LVANIA DUTCH

_eroy Heffentrager,
Jmor by Merritt K.

Place: Hoedown Stage
Time : Noon , 1 :00 P. M. ,
2 : 00 P. M ., 3 : 00 P. M. , 4 : 00 P. M.
Everyone is invi ted to dance! Demonstrations
and ins tructions are furnished by championship hoedown and jigging teams .

:OLK FESTIVAL
ee program on following page .)

GLASSBLOWING
Place : Across from school
Time : On the half-hour ~.---:.<...,....

ION
alter L. Bomberger,
articles from the
Duntry.

_eroy Heffentrager
'OLK FESTIVAL

See map on back

Veteran glassblowers
demonatrate their
ancient art.

GARDEN TOURS

m

Place: Herb Garden
Time : 11 :00 A . M ., 1 :00 P.M .,
3 : 00 P. M. , 5 : 00 P. M.
Tour Includes explanations of
the various herbs wh ic h are
popular in the Dutch Country .

A STORY ABOUT
THE OLD ORDER AMISH

PLACE: The farms of Menno Fisher
and Ivan Glick in Lancaster
County, Pennsylvania
TIME: The present - late summer
OVERTURE
SCENE 1: Fisher home - early Wednesday afternoon
" A Wedding Is A
Happy Time." ....... ... ... . .... Beulah , Moses and company
SCENE 2: Fisher home - Wednesday evening
" Here's A Dream ." ........................ .. Esther and Matthew
SCENE 3: Outside Fisher home - Thursday afternoon
" Grace's Song " ... ............. .. ..... ....... ..... . .. .... ...... Grace
Dance ............. ............. Timothy , Ada and young people
SCENE 4: Fisher home - Friday evening
SCENE 5: Glick home - Saturday evening
SCENE 6: Fisher home - late Sunday afternoon
" Why Can 't We Have What The English Have?" ... .. .. . John
" We Gotta Stop Charlie White! " .. Ivan , Kezia and company
SCEN E 7: Fisher home - late Friday afternoon
SCENE 8: Fisher home - Sunday morning
Hymn # 135 - Schonster Herr Jesu . .......... Entire company
Hymn # 14 - Lobe Den Herren . ..... ... ........ Entire company
SCENE 9: Outside Fisher home - Sunday afternoon
SCENE 10: Outside Fisher home - Sunday evening
Singing ..... ........... ...... ......................... Young people
" Dressed Up Like The English " .. Faith , Elmer and children
SCENE 11: Fisher home - Tuesday afternoon
SCENE 12: Fisher home - Thursday morning
" This You Ask Of Me" ...... . ... .. ... ... .. .. ... Reba and Menno
" To Be Alone" ................................................. . Reba
" To Be Alone" (Reprise) .......... . ............ Menno and Luke

ABOUT THE AUTHORS :
Written and Directed by : Richard C . Gougler who teaches mathmatics at Kutztown
Area High School, where he wrote and d irected plays for twenty-eight years .
Music Written and Directed by : Jack M . Taylor who received his B .S. degree in music
education from West Chester State Col lege . He is currently enrolled in a masters
degree program at Yale Un iversity .
Lyrics by: Patricia M . Taylor who has performed with and directed professional and
semi -pro fess ional ensembles . She has taught music privately for five years .

TWO PRESENTATIONS
} AT 2:00 P.M.
and
ON THE MAIN STAGE AT 6:00 P.M.
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~-~GOUNTRY AUCTIONS
GOING-GOING-

But Not Gone!!

by LesterBreininger

One of the first things that many visitors to the Pennsylvania Dutch County notice is the unusual expressions of the Pennsylvania Dutch people. When a
Pennsylvania Dutchman says that he is going to a
"sale," he is not headed for the local department stores'
advertised specials. Usually, he is going to attend one
of the public auctions, which are held at homes and
farms in the area. At these "sales," the owner or the
heirs of the estate will sell the household items, farm
machinery, house, and land. On the other hand, when
a Pennsylvania Dutchman says he is going to the "auction," he is usually headed for the local, weekly
farmers' market. Although some of these farmers'
markets do have auctions of cattle, chickens, and other
livestock, their main focus is on the fresh farm produce
which is available there. The Leesport Market and
Auction and the Green Dragon Farmers' Market, which
is located near Ephrata, Pennsylvania, are good
examples.
Whatever they are called, country "sales" attract
many people. Some attend just to socialize. Some
come to eat the homemade soups and pies, which local
church ladies or grange women have prepared. The
variety of pies at some sales is an attraction in itself.
Other people come just to "see" what kind of furnishings the family had in their home. One may hear
someone murmur, "thought they'd have better stuff
than this." That person often forgets that the heirs
may have divided the better things among themselves!
Often, someone will buy a small item as a remembrance
of the deceased. Newly-married folks look for usable
furniture and kitchenware. Collectors seek to add that
special piece to those they have acquired already. Of
course, several antique dealers will show up to look for
stock for their shops or for special pieces for their customers. Youngsters come to run around with friends,
play tag, and eat hot dogs and sauerkraut. For whatever reasons, a public "sale" attracts a wide segment
of the population. Perhaps the strongest inducement
is still the chance that a rare and highly collectable item
will turn up and be purchased for "next to nothing."
While the chances of that event happening are not as
good as they once were, people still cling to the possibililty. While most "sale-goers" attend only local
25

Walter L. Bomberger Jr., conduct ing a
Country Auction in Lancaster County.

"sales" or those held by relatives, avid fans may subscribe to several newspapers to follow the "sale" advertisements and may travel many miles to attend them .
Traditionally, "sales" were held in the early spring,
when most moving was done. They usually started at
1:30 P.M. and ran until late in the day. Public sales
were advertised by broadsides, large sale bills, which
have themselves become collector's items. Other
forms of advertising were hand bills, word-of-mouth,
and newspapers. Most personal sales were held at the
home rather than at an auction center. Real estate
sales were often held at the local tavern or public house.
Even the 1836 sale of the George Ege Iron Industries,
which was located in western Berks County, Pennsylvania, was held at a local tavern.
Now-a-days, with the exception of the cold winter
months, sales are held year-around. They may start as
early as 9:00 A.M. and fill the entire day, since households tend to have more belongings and many items
are offered for sale singly rather than "this pile of
crocks, jugs, or whatever, as a lot." Today, the Merchandiser and other similar weekly newspapers, which
sale buffs eagerly await each week, serve as a source of
sale listings. Out-of-towners even subscribe to these
newspapers just for those listings. Of course, wordof-mouth is still effective; I often get tips from friends
or relatives.
Besides the crowd in attendance, a houseful of treasures to be sold, and the clerk who records the purchases, the auctioneer is the other essential part of such
a venture . The "crier," as he was once commonly
called, spells out the conditions of the sale. Although
credit was more readily available years ago, most sales
today are conducted on a "cash only" basis. Now,
most auctioneers "sell by number." A driver's license
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or other means of identification is required before yo u
are assigned a number. Once you have attained a
number, you may bid on the items which are to be sold.
When you purchase an item, the clerk records your
number and the number of the item which you have
purchased. I suppose that this practice has become
necessary, but I find the entire process so mewhat
demeaning.
The "crier" sets the pace of the sale by attempting
to humor the crowd and, thus, to loosen their purse
strings. Stand-by jokes are often delivered with great
precISion. While they lose a great deal in print, several
follow: After selling a heavy tool, such as a sledge hammer or post iron, we may hear, "Boy! That gets a good
home." Of course, the speaker is inferring that the
person who purchased the item has never worked that
hard.
After selling a mirror, the auctioneer may call out,
"Now you can see who spends your money!" Or , a
portly auctioneer may say, "That fellow looks a lot like
me, but has such a belly."
When someone purchases an unknown object or tool,
the "crier" may tease, "I had one like that at home.
Buy it and when you get it home, you can find out what
you bought."
When a bidder is reluctant to continue, the "crier"
may prod, "Just keep bidding! I'll tell you when to
stop!" Or, he might say, "Don't shake your head
now, I'll tell you when it's too high. "
While selling a cover or cloth with a damaged area,
the auctioneer may assert, "Just cut the hole out."
When selling a damaged or chipped dish, you may hear,
"You think that's bad, you should see the ones I use
at home."
After spirited bidding has increased the price of a

Enjoy the Country Auction at th e
Kutztown Folk Festival. Walter L.
Bomberger Jr., Auctioneer.

at their auction center. The e "sale' " u ually con i t
of mostlv household good. antiaues. and ome real
estate. Beside conducti ng ome auction. at the homes
of it client, the company ha weekly con ignment
auctions and monthly antique auctions. If you are an
avid sale-goer, you should a k Larry to put your
name and add res on hi mailing Ii t.
As I glance through its page, 1 find that the
Merchandiser is filled with ale Ii ting. Perhap one
of these "sales" may bring to light ome trea ure, which
has been forgotten in an attic or cellar. The diagnosis
seems to be that the public ale or auction i alive and
thriving. After all these years, people have confidence
in the public auction a an effective and honorable
method to liquidate estates, and to di spo e of surplus
furniture, dishes, su ndries, and trumperies . With
folks like Walter L. Bomberger, Jr. to oversee it,
the co untry auction is in good hands for years to come!

particular item, the auctioneer often says, " . . and now
a little for the clerk."
When one party bidding on an item trie to ee who
hi s opponent is, the "crier" may teasingly scol d, " I'll
watch him, you watch me."
When so meone has been feverishly bidding and suddenly stops, the a uctioneer may shout, "Come on, it
didn't co t you anything yet!" If the party refuses to
bid higher, he may say, "Well , thanks for all your
help!"
At the Annual Kutztown Folk Festival, the vIsitors
can get some of the same feelings of a n actual country
auction. Each afternoon on the Main Stage, the Kutztown Folk Festival holds a Cou ntry Auction . The
auctioneer, Walter L. Bomberger, Jr., Larry to his
friends, holds the gavel and disperses a general line
of small household articles, which are typical of the
merchandise he handles at his regular auctions. While
most of the "treasures" at the Kutztown Folk Festival's
Country Auction are not antiques in the purest sense,
they do evoke pleasant memories for the older generation
and a sense of wonder for the yo unger ones. "What's
that used for, Mommie? " When the auctioneer says,
"sold," and looks in your direction, you have bought
the item and are expected to pay for it! Sometimes,
Folk Festival visitors think the auction is just a show
and enter the bidding quite enthusiastically. What a
surprise, when they find out it is for real! While most
people in attendance are there "chu st for fun," who
can resist Larry's offerings, such as, a primi tive wooden
bootjack; and extra set of fireplace andirons, with
screen, of course; a glass basket; an old shawl; or a
pot-bellied stove? I know I could not and had to
make several trips to the car to get my "stuff" home.
Larry Bomberger is a Lancaster County, Pennsylvania,
Dutchman, who is related to the Brubakers. An
auctioneer for the past fifteen years, Larry is a graduate
of the Reppert's School of Auctioneering, in Dekatur,
Illinois. Together with his partner at the Conestoga
Auction Company, Larry handles many of the "sales"

PUBLIC

A contemporary
Auction handbill.
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Embroidery is
man's oldest art forms; archeologists have found traces of stitchery which are at
least five thousand years old. The fir t needles were
thorns or fish bones and were used to sew animal sk in s
together. Man first learned to ew in order to keep
warm . As life became more civilized, he learned to use
his skill with a needle to adorn hi s garments and hi s
home. The oldest existing embroideries were di scovered in the tombs of the Egyptian Pharoahs . The
Old Testament describes the beauty of the embroidery
which was done during Jewi sh Biblical times. The
ancient Oriental people were exceptionally skilled in
fancy needlework, which the Greek and Roman civilizations imported and copied. Several texts which have
survived from the ancient Roman Empire document the
use of precious metals, such as gold and silver, for
embroidery thread.
During the Middle Ages, from approximately the
Ninth Century through the Sixteenth Century, most of
the world's population was illiterate. Since people
could neither read nor write, pictorial embroidered
tapestries were used to illustrate historical and religious
events. An example is the Bayeux Tapestry, which
represents the Battle of Hastings and the Norman Conquest of England. Italian and Dutch painters designed
tapestries to illustrate religious subjects . These embroidered tapestries were done entirely by hand and
were extremely expensive to produce. Because the
primary concern of the serfs and peasants was survival,
they had little time and no money to devote to such
needlework. Therefore, most embroidered needlework was produced in monasteries, cloisters, and the
homes of the wealthy nobility. The monks and nuns
had time to produce such handiwork and the aristocracy could afford to employ artisans to do it.
Records of the costumes of Charlemagne show that
many of his robes were extravagantly embroidered
with gold and silk thread and precious stones . In
England, during the reigns of Henry VIII and Elizabeth I, no court dress or fine clothing was complete
without embroidery. Elizabeth I was particularly fond
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The author wearing
one of her original
Pa. Dutch Embroidery creations.

of embroidery and had thousands of dresses adorned
with it. During the reigns of the Bourbons in France,
the art of embroidery became a profession. Loui s XIV
hired special embroiderers to supply him and his court
with fancy needlework.
After the Sixteenth Century, professionals drew the
embroidery design s. Designs for amateurs were
printed either directly on material or, more often, in
pattern books or on sheets of paper. The amateur
could then transfer the design from the book or paper
to the material of hi s choice. State or commercial
workshops often commissioned new designs, such as
pictorial ones, by leading artists. Books of patterns
were printed in Italy, Germany, France, and England .
Although most designs consisted of ornamental borders
on personal and household linen, all-over patterns for
costumes and furnishings also existed.
In Colonial America, people brought the traditional
embroidery patterns of their native countries with them.
However, they were forced to adapt these patterns to
the materials which were available in the new world.
Crewel work from Jacobean England was one of the
most popular embroidery styles . With this style, the
embroiderer used loosely twisted wool yarn or linen to
create bold, floral motif. Bedspreads, draperies,
table covers, fireplace screens, and other household
accessories were adorned with this style. Children
and young women were taught to embroider on "sampIers," on which they worked samples of various
stitches. Sampler designs usually included the needleworker's name, a picture of her home, favorite posse sions, the alphabet, a motto or verse, and a decorative
border.
After the invention of the first embroidery machine
in 1829, the art of hand-needlework gradually declined. In Europe and the United States, handembroidery again became a luxury either for those who
had time to produce it or for those who could afford to

bu y il. Beca u e machine cou ld cheaply produce fin e
pallern ed cl o th a nd em broide ry, expen i e, handembroid ered product were d ri en from the mark et.
Thu , fin e embroid ery o n dres e a nd hou ehol d furni shings was no lo nger a ign of wealth.
eryone
could afford LO purcha e uch item.
I lea rn ed to embro ider a a chi ld. H owe er, I did
not begin to use m y ta lent un til after I wa married
and had children .
I wa grow ing up , I wa a harned
of my P enn ylva nia Dutch heri tage. H owe er, I e e ntuall y reali zed th a t thi a llitude wa wro ng. I wanted
my children LO kn ow, und er ta nd , a nd be proud of thei r
heritage. I felt th a t o ne way to teac h m y children th i
heritage wo uld be to embroid er o rn e of the traditiona l
Penn ylvania Dutc h d e ig n . H oweve r, I wa not ati fi ed with an y of th e kit whic h were a ai lab le, 0 I
tarted to creat e m y o wn de ig n . M y fa mil y a nd
friend lik ed m y work a nd e nco uraged me LO fo rm
Dutch Joy De ig n
For my fir t attempt with a kit, I placed a m ail
order adverti sement in a local newspaper. Th e entire
venture was a total fai lure.
ext, I took m y de ig ns
to severa l needlework companie. One compan y lik ed
my designs but wanted me to adapt them to needlepoinl. Another company wanted me LO embroid er
their design . I rejected both offers . Totally di appoi nted, I pent three years with Dutch Joy De ig ns
in limbo. Then, with my hu sband' prodding , I
tried again. This time, I arranged a display at an outdoor f1ea-markel. My kits were in manilla envelope ,
the material had an ironed-on de ign, and the in struction sheets were typewri tten. They were a hit!
Thus enco uraged, I continued to de ign kits , but I
u ed more professional-looking package. The entire
family became involved. My hu sband LOok charge
of the kits' production. The chi ldren helped him LO
creen designs onto material, pull and cut the length
of ya rn, and fold in truction sheets. He even enlisted
my mother's help to count sequin and bead. Today,
we till produce kit in much the arne way and with
total family involvement and pride! Our kit are not
available through store or other outlets; we ell them
our elves directly to the public.
A1alerials eeded
Embroidery hoop; small . sharp scissors; # I or #2
re" cl need le; ya rn , such as \\ 00 1. a crylic, or cott o n
o ss : heat tra nsfer pencil: and material, such as ho me·
pun. cottage c101h. linen, or burl ap. I f you use
crylic yarn , pu rchase 2 o r ) · ply ShOrH\ eight yarn and
~UI into 36-inch length s.

~

I ns/ru cllo ns

Usc traci ng paper to Irace Ihe design . Then , turn
ha l paper o"er and go o ver the lines " ilh a heat transfer

[~~I~PPIY

the design to fabric. put the paper. tra nsfer·
ide down. o nt o the mate rial. Ho ld a hO I iro n o n the
csig n for app roxi ma tely 30 seco nds. Do /1 0 1 move Ihe
iron, as the des ign will smear. I suggest tha I you try
thi s procedure o n scrap ma teria l. unti l you are sati sfied
wi th the result s. Then . t ra nsfer t he desig n onto your
materia l. Now, you are ready to em broider the design .

Procedure
To put Ih e ya rn th rough the eye of your need le,
you should sli p th e ya rn over yo ur fi ngerna il and fo rm
a ti ght bend in Ih e ya rn . Pu sh thi s bend t hrough th e
eye of yo ur needl e. Ti e a small kn ot a t o ne end of your

yarn, so th a i ) 'OU \\ill have a sec ure sta rt ing poin!. To
finish a piece o f yarn , you rna) w e3\-C the ya rn through
th e embroidery on th e under side o f the " ork. several
times. Be ca reful not to stit ch thro ugh to the fr on t of
th e \\o rl... .
I recommend that you sta rt a t o ne pa rt o f t he d ~ig n
and \\ o rl... the embroider) from that pOint. Ov er the
yea rs, I ha ve found this meth od eas ier tha n fin ishi ng
o ne color in Ihe des ign and Ihen beglllning a no ther
co lor. Yo u should I.. eep o nc ha nd under your \\ orl.... so
th at you can " fee l" t he ~t it c h es. Th is preca ut io n \\ill
help prevent blo bs o f yarn a nd a messy und ersid e.
To do a saltn stit ch, you \\111 use a 1\\ 0 ste p se\\ing
motion . First, bring yo ur needle up thro ugh th e
ma teri a l o n on e edge o f th l! design. Then , pu sh yo ur
needl e do \\ n th rough the ma terial o n the o lher edge o f
the des ign . In thi s \\3) . you ca n co ntro l both o f the
ed ges. so that th e) \\ ill be eHIl . If you miss the edge
on a fe\\ stit ches. you can ~ tral g ht e n th ose croo l...ed
edges. Place the pOint o f ) 'OU needl e und er th e stll c. h
which is o ut of line a nd gent ly tug it 1111 0 il s proper
posilion .
My embroidery is designed for pleas ure , not frus·
Irati on, so enjoy yourself!

In order LO create a ne\\ kit I mu t be mo ti at ed
to d raw a ne\ de ign. Regard le of th e tim e o f da ,
when tha t mo ti ation trike, I take pen il and paper in
hand .
the idea ta ke
hape in m mind , I \ ill
dra \ the ne\ d e ign o n pa per. Befo re a de ign may
be tra n fe rred to a pie e of ma teria l th e de ig n mu t
be rever ed . Th e re er ed d e ign \ ill then tran fer
to the fa bric in th e cor rect po itio n . Th ere fo re, on ce
I ha e put a d e ign o n pa pe r, I mu t trace th e back id e
of it. T o do th i , I pl ace the pa per on a light tabl e
a nd u e a tra n fe r pe nci l. Th en, I iro n the re e r ed
de ign o nto the materia l \ h ich I \ i h LO embro id er.
ow, I mu t meet the cha llenge o f tran fo rm ing that
drawing into an image o f ti tc he a nd arn .
ot a ll de ig n \ hi h loo k ni e o n paper ill lo ok
nice in embro id ery.
n an i t can impl pai nt 0 er
h i mi take . In embro id ery, mi ta ke are mu h more
di ffi cult to correcl. One mu t rip out the titc he
a nd t ry a di ffe re nt co lo r o r titc h . Be fore the de ired
effect i achi eved , thi proce ma y ha e to be repeated
se era l time .
I prefer to u e 100% acryli c arn, a the bright
co lo r which a re ava il a bl e a re th e on e of which the
P enn ylvani a Dutch are 0 fond. AI 0, these yarn
wa h and wea r we ll which make th em practical. Since
th ey have a heav ier texture than eith e r wool or cotton
f10s , they work up fa ter a nd gi e more dimen ion
to a pi cture.
I use onl y ver y ba ic titch e for two rea on : Fir t
of all, the de ig n are imple; fan cier titc hes would
detract from that implicity. Secondly, I am tr ying to
achieve a " painted" effect. The beauty and simplicity
of th e designs make them pure enjoyment to embroider!
On ce I have embroidered a new design, I make a
econd de ign, which is exactly the arne as the fir t,
and take a yarn count. I give all thi s information to
my husband, who work out the kit' production.
I have included a simple design which I hope you
enjoy trying to embroider. You may try my uggestion as to color and stitche , or you may " do your
own thing." However, do not tell your el f that you
can not do it. Try it first! I f you would like a demonstration, I will be in the Art and Crafts Building
at the 1979 Kutztown Folk Festival.
Trace dotted lines for
Star Design, use
satin stitch.

Trace solid lines for
Tulip Design, use
satin and back stitch.
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ViQe~ars, Jellies,
alJd
~ aJad DressiQ~S

5

by
Louise
Hyde

t lature has given us so many interesting herbs to enhance cooking that we often wonder why we did not use
more of them before. In everyday cooking, jellies,
jams, herb vinegars, salad dressings, sauces, and relishes change ordinary meals into gourmet fare and
certainly whet the appetite. Naturally, all of these take
special time and planning to prepare.
Herb vinegars are probably the easiest to make. All
you need in order to prepare them are whatever herbs
you wish to use and a jug of white cider, or wine vinegar. The white vinegar allows the texture and color of
the herbs to show up. However, wine and cider vinegar have better flavor. Pick the herbs you wish to use
about 8:30 A.M., just as the dew has left their leaves .
If necessary, wash the leaves, shake off the excess water,
and pat dry with a towel. If you use mulch in your
garden, your herbs should stay clean. The herbs are
now ready to insert into the jug of vinegar. The sprigs
of herbs may either be cut into sections or left whole .
Either way, they look pretty in the bottles. In general,
you should use about two handfuls of herbs per gallon
of vinegar. For each eight ounces of vinegar, you
should use just a few sprigs . Find a cool, dark place
and allow the herbs to stand in the vinegar for at least
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two months. During this time, the vinegar will pick up
the flavor and color of the herbs. Some people prefer
to heat the vinegar just until it boils. Then, they pour
it over the herbs. This process may produce faster
results, but it also breaks down the herbs' tissue.
Without heating the vinegar, I find that the herbs stay
fresher and can often be removed and added to salads,
meats, and poultry. Herb vinegars make excellent oil
and vinegar salad dressings. These vinegars may also
be used to marinate meats, to make a dill crock, or in
place of regular vinegar in all your recipes.
I have included several of my favorite vinegar and
herb combinations, so that you may try them yourself.
To make basil and garlic vinegar, you should combine
purple basil, sweet basil, and garlic cloves in wine vinegar. Orange mint vinegar is made by combining
orange mint and vinegar; tarragon vinegar is made by
combining tarragon and vinegar. To make basil and
tarragon vinegar, you should combine sweet and purple
basil and tarragon with vinegar. Of course, the combinations of herbs and vinegars are endless . Each herb
will impart its own color and flavor to the vinegar.
Purple basil is an excellent example; it adds not only a
delightful flavor but a rich burgundy color to the
vinegar.
Everyone has a favorite salad dressing. However,
just a few snips from your favorite herbs added to your
salad dressing will change your ordinary fare into something special. If snips of herbs are not to your liking,
put the herbs and salad dressing into a blender for just
a few seconds. In this way, you will have the herb's
flavor but no unusua l greens.
I have included two recipes for dressings which !
thi n k you and your family will enjoy. For this salad
dressing, you should combine mayonnaise, ketch up,

An unusual assortment of home
made Herb Vinegars and Salad
Dressings.

and a small amount of pickle reli sh . To this dressi ng,
yo u may add snipped coriander, chives, dill , chervil,
tarrago n, or lovage. Anyone or gro up of herbs may
be used to improve the fla vor of your sa lads or their
dres ings. Our favorite potato salad dressi ng i easy to
prepare. Ju st combine a mayonnai se-type salad dre ing with chopped lovage and onion . Mix thi s dressing
with cubed, boiled potatoes; then, sprinkle generously
with celery sa lt. 1 think you will agree that this potato
salad is the best you ha ve ever tried!
Most of us use jellies or jams for peanut butter and
jelly sa ndwiches or on our morning toast. However,
one of the best ways to use them is as an adjunct to the
main course meat. The jelly should be served with the
meat. Some of these easily-made jellies are parsely,
thyme, sage, basil, or mint.

Recipe For Herb Jellies
3 cups of fresh herb
3 cups of boiling water
5 cups of sugar
1 bottle of pectin
V4 cup of lemon juice
You should combine the herb and boiling water to
make a tea. Then, you sho uld combine thi tea with
tbe sugar , pectin, and lemon juice. That mixture
should be boiled and poured into jelly jars. Sprigs
of the fresh herb may be placed in the jars before they
are filled. These fresh herbs will add eye and taste
appeal.

pple jelly may al 0 be u ed a the ba is for making
herb jellie, uch as ro emary, thyme, and ro e-geranium. Follow the recipe on the Certo or ure-Jell
box for apple jell y. Add a few lea es of the ro egera nium , or other herb, to the boiling jelly. When
done, remove these lea es from the jelly. However,
add one fre h leaf to each jar before pouring the hot
jelly. Pour the jelly into jar , seal the wax, and label.
Ro e-petal jam i a mo t unu ual jam; it tastes like a
ro e smell. To make thi jam, we u e a sweet mosstype rose . The petals should be picked about 8:30
A .M . Then, you should layer them in a porcelain pan
at the ratio of one pound of ro e petals to five pounds
of sugar. Leave this mixture covered overnight. The
next morning, add 4 cup of water, V4 cup of lemon
juice, and 2 boxe of Sure Jell. Bring this mixture to a
full, rolling boil and boil for two minutes. Remo ve
from heat and stir for five minutes to prevent the petals
from floating to the top of the jars. Pour the jelly into
glasses, seal, and label.
J ellies, vinegars, and alad dressings are just a few
ways to use herbs. With the addition of a few sprigs
here or there, salads, vegetables, meats, soups, and
stews are given new dimension. Fresh herbs are always
better tasting than the dried one. Their flavor, color,
and texture garnish any meal. Just remember, when
following a specific recipe, you must use double the
amount of fresh herbs to the dried. Then experiment!
Herbs can be fun as well as delicious.
An array of various delicious
Herb Jellies.
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MODERN.
CLEAN
REST~

Theg A/'e

ROOMS.

~pp/'eciafedI
As recently as the seco nd decade of the prese nt century in the Pennsy lvania Dutch Country, indoor plumbing was almost an unheard of convenience. The outside privy, or brivy, was a most necessary building for
eve ry farm, hou se in town, school, church, and public
building. These ea rly odoriferous buildings were
known by many names, such as outhouse; little hou se;
back hou se; the white house; the one-holer; the twoholer; and, in the Pennsylvania Dutch dialect, '''s Adbritt" and "'s Scheiss-haus!"
On the Folk Festival Grounds is a typical outhouse
which gives the younger generation an idea of what the
privy was reall y lik e. Of co urse , this one if for display
purposes only. However, once the clean-up staff had
to be called promptly. The cu lpri t was never caught.
That perso n was certa inl y fa st, for the privy at the Folk
Festival has no door!
Th e construction of privies was in the hands of the
individu a l owners. No uniform pattern or designs

by JAMES
PORTLOCK
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existed. Some were made of the finest brick or stone;
others were put together with lumber. Some were
located near the house and blended into the general
architecture. Others were situated near the barn or
pi gsty for the convenience of the farmer and his helpers.
Some prosperous farmers even built two! Some had
no windows; others had stained glass windows which
were draped with curtains.
Regardless of the pattern or elaborateness of constr uction, they all had one thing in common. The
main feature of the interior was a crude hole or holes.
Sometimes to accomodate different members of the
family, holes of various heights and sizes were included.
Th ey were all uncomfortable and" fragrant!" Before
the advent of modern toilet paper, a box of old magazines or newspapers, often with corn cobs or burlap
bags mixed in, was situated within reaching distance!
Without going into detailed descriptions of drainage
and construction, it is enough to say the privy was
always freezing cold in winter and stifling hot in summer! While there are tales of how privies were cherished as "places to be a lone to meditate," I can only
think that true, if an individual had a very tough bottom and no sense of smell!!
What an eye-opener it would be for our gr;mdparents
and great-grandparent to gaze upon the anitary and
spotlessley clean men's and ladies' rooms at the Kutztown Folk Festival! Only those who have experienced
the early privy can appreciate the comfort and luxury
of modern bathroom. Certainly nostalgia of the
"good old days" doe not include fond memories of
the privy. It i afe to conclude that few, if anyone,
cou ld possibly mourn their passing!

One of the three cool, clean, convenient rest room facilities at the Kutztown Folk Festival.

When they arrive at the Kutztown Folk Festival ,
folks, even without the e old memories, are plea antly
surprised to find cool and spotless ly clean rest-room
waiting to refresh them from their trip. The Folk
Festival Ground have three location s of re t-rooms.
Folk Festival visitors, who come in the White Oak
Street Gate, may seek out the facilities which are located
neare t to that entrance. For the visitor who have
previously enjoyed the Folk Festival, this location may
be remembered as the orig in al facility, for it ha been
open longer than any of the others. Six attendant
service a variety of needs at thi central location. In
addition to lavatory and hand-washing facilitie , attendants are able to provide many additional item, from
afety pins to having soap, and from per ona l products
to facilities for changing and powdering the baby.
Another rest-room facility is located not far from the
Quilt Building and a short di tance from the College
Boulevard Gate. Hand-washi ng and la vatory facilities
are available to both men and women in two trailers.
Beginning with the first di infectant wash-down
before the Folk Fe tival Gate open each morning,
male and female attendants continuously service the
areas. From opening until pa t closing, the rest-room
attendants constantly clean, scrub, and scour the facilitie in the tradition of the "crazy-clean P ennsylvania
Dutch!" In fact, attendants boa t that Folk Fe tival
visitor have never had to ask for soap or paper product , as they are alway well supplied.
Handicapped vi itors to the Folk Festival will be
pleased with the third facility, which is located near
the Main Stage, for this facility has no architectural
barriers. Wheelchairs can be comfortably accommodated in these rest-rooms. A in the other facilitie
within the Festival Grounds, there is continuou service by the attendants who take pride in their co ntribu tions toward making the Folk Festival vi itor comfortable and happy.
All Folk Festival . workers who handle food are
required to use a special wash area before starting or

returning to their work. In thi pecial area, hot water,
oap, and hand towel are provided to in ure that all
health requirement are trictlyenforced.
everal of the Folk Fe ti aI' re t-room attendant
have worked at the Folk Fe tival for more than twentyfive years . They are a part of the work force which
was founded by the late Harry A. Port lock and i now
upervi ed and managed by hi on, Jame L. Portlock.
Throughout their year at the Fe tival, the e attendants
have ga ined invaluable experience in dealing with emergencies and in providing maximum anitary and healthful service to many people. The Folk Fe tival' restroom per onnel are proud of the reputation the Portlock 's enjoy: that of providing the cleanest faci liti e
po ible.
Year after year, the attendants look forward to the
expression of sati faction and appreciation which comes
(rom 0 many Folk Festival vi itors as well a s participants. Everyone appreciates the extra clean facilities.
When they are asked, the attendants cheerfully advi e
all visitors that while tipping i permitted, the rest-room
facilities areJree oj charge to all!

Two types of outhousesfound on the
Festival grounds --- for display only!
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Painfin q

as thm is mo« to an icobeeg than tho gloaming
section which meets the eye, there is more to the world
of old-time crafts than such obvious versions as pottery
or weaving or basket-making. For instance, there is
painting, not for protection or preservation and not
for portraiture in the accepted sense, but "chust for
nice." In an age when such things as latex a nd acry lic
paints had not yet been dreamed of, the use of egg
whites and gum tragacanth was commonp lace.
Take reverse glass-painting, for instance. Long
before the first Pennsylvania Dutchman set foot on
American soil in 1683, this art was old-hat in Austria,
Silesia, Moravia, and the Bohemian forest. As folk
work, it seems to have started with the religious
pictures which were distributed at holy hrines in
Czechoslovakian territory. In the days of mass religious pilgrimage, people who could neither read nor
write welcomed the opportunity to take home paper
souvenirs of their trip. Josef Vydra, in his Folk
Painting on Glass, notes that such pictures were used
as a means of disseminating information about places
of pilgrimage as early as 1422 in Mariazell, Austria.
However, painted bits of paper were difficult to take
care of; and, it was not long before someone borrowed
an idea which had been used even earlier by an occasional trained professional artist. They created the
picture on the underside of a sheet of glass in order

A beautiful example of a decorated

tilt-top table painted by
Festival artist George Kline.

Folk

to mInimIze the dangers inherent in too-freq uent
handling. Almost overnight, a new industry was born.
Entire families turned their attention to painting on
glass. Some of them were persons who had previously
done painting of one kind or another; however, the
families of potters, innkeepers, and, most significantly,
of glassworkers also started to paint on glass. This
was glass-making country. Vydra suggests that, while
a desire to meet the needs of the religious-minded
pilgrims sparked the industry, determination to keep
the glass industry in operation kept up the good work.
As the years passed, trade fair came to take the
place of the earlier religious pilgrimages. Rever e
painting on glass continued to be popular. However,
the range of subjects, once confined to representations
of religious figures and scenes, broadened to include
buildings, simple yards or landscapes, and representations, which may have been executed out of a sense
of duty, of important political personages. The
qua lity was seldom high; the pictures were turned out
too rapid ly, in too great q uantity, and often by perso ns
with too litt le actual skill, for there to be any question
of substantial artistic merit. Today, they have largely
disappeared except for speci mens in Eu ropean fo lk
m useums and for treas ured fa m ily hei rl ooms, wh ich
were brought to American by emigrating fa milies.

by Ear I F. and Ada F. Robacker
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burg, Penn yhania; at the Baltimore Mu eum of rt;
at the Brandywine Ri er Mu eum at hadd' Ford,
Penn yl ania; and el e\ here.

David W. Gottshall a noted contemporary reverse- glass
painter, demonstrates his art at the Festival.

By the time of the colonization of Pennsylvania, the
movement had largely run its course. However, an
occasional work appears and purports to be American
provenance. In his Early Pennsylvania Arts and
Crafts, John Joseph Stoudt observes that, "in Penn ylvania the art remained quite primitive; it had nothing
of the brilliance hown by the European masters of
thi method." In existing pictures, there is a strong
degree of faithfulness to the old tradition, which employed dry pigments thickened for painting by the
addition of gum tragacanth or gum arabic, egg white,
wheat flour, and a minimum of water. Today,
collectors point to portraits of men, such as William
Penn; Andrew Jackson; or the Marquis de la Fayette,
who was especially popular, as evidence of American
provenance. All one can say is, "perhaps;" fully
authenticated specimens of American origin have yet
to be reported. Years ago, antique dealers pointed
out the the "best" specimens to buy were those of
women who had elaborate lacework in their costumes,
for the quality of workmanship was usually high.
Today, the collector is lucky to find any piece at all and,
ordinarily, is not prone to quibble over whether or not
it is American.
David W. Gottshall, a contemporary practitioner
and a Folk Festival demonstrator of the art, make a
point that often seems to confound the beginning
painter. One places the glass before him and starts at
what will eventually be the forefront of the picture
and works hi way back. The background is the last
thing to go onto the picture. After the final stroke
of the work is completed, a coat of varnish is applied
to keep the colors permanently table. Then, the
picture is turned over and framed. Mr. Gott hall,
who lives in Womelsdorf, Pennsylvania, has had hi s
work exhibited at the William Penn Museum in Harris-

A ariation, perhap one hould ay an elaboratio n,
of the original technique of re er e painting i found in
work which tan with a gold or il er leaf coati ng
applied to the gla s.
n ighteenth Century offshoot
of the earlier traditional religious work, it wa
e pecially popular in Silesia.
Of cour e, gold and si l er were ex pensive. By 1826,
one J.A. Ziegler, who owned a gla works in Bohemia,
de eloped a cheaper proces which used tinfoil. Before Ziegler' day, a mezzotint wa made from an engraved de ign, oaked in water, and laid on the rever e side of the glas. The outline of the engraving
were tran ferred to the gla , the paper wa ca refully
removed, and color wa filled in later. I n the Ziegler
proce , needle cratching wa substituted for actual
engraving. A favored collector' item in the mezzotint
proce is the little round fibe r box, which was made
from papier mache or omething imilar. It i known
o nl y by it French term, a dragee box, which was
originally u ed to hold sweet. The design is applied
to the reverse of the metal-bound glass cover for the
box. Reli giou theme were popular on the Frenchmade box es. Ho wever, ex pecially on objects intended
as christening gifts, illu tration of chi ldhood pastimes
or experience were also well liked.

A beautiful example
of contemporary reverse painting with
foil background.

Lynn David Pleet demonstrates her distinctive foil type reverse-glass painting
at the Festival.
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There eems not to have been a standard method
for executing thi s particular art form, nor is th ere one
now. Mr. Lynn David Pl eet, a co ntemporary practitioner, in a recent issue of Pen nsylvania Folkllje, noted
that, "There is no one 'correct' way to do it. Whatever works and gives the desired effect is right."
The distinctive qua lity to be achieved is that which
co mes to li ght as filtering through color, enhanced by
the sheen of the metal.
Mrs. Pl eet lives and work s in Lebanon, Pennsylvania.
A graduate of Syracuse University, s he has been
doing reverse glass tinsel painting in the Eighteenth
Century manner si nce 1959 . H er work, which has
been shown at the Pennsy lvan ia Du tch Days in Hershey,
Penn ylvania; the Maryland Craft Festival in Timonium,
Maryland; and the Sugar loaf Mountain Arts a nd Crafts
Show in Gaither burg, Maryland; reflects not only
early American themes but wildlife and flower s as
well.
To the la yman, painting on velvet is lik ely to be as
unfamiliar as painting on glass . As an art, it appears
to have originated in the city of Poonah, in Indi a;
the usual early Nineteenth Century name for it was
poonah -painting. Thi s term wa soo n dropped in
favor of "theorem painting," which was th e term
used in the in truction book s which pro liferated as
the fad caught on in England and America. In view
of the fact that the method actually makes use of
stencils, the term "theorem," which is familiar to
most of us as an exercise in plane geometry, may
seem as puzzling as "poonah" i unfami liar. Now,
all three, poonah, theorem, and tencil, have largely
given way to "painting on cloth," a s the fabrics now
include satin and si lk as well a ve lvet.
Thi s is admittedly an "elegant" art. The young lad y
who went to boarding school in the ear ly 1800'
to achieve a genteel education could expect in struction
in the art of theorem painting as a matter of course.
Parents accepted bills for white velvet as unquest ioningly
as they did for the paints which would ultim ate ly

glorify it, such as chro me green; dlrome yello w;
Pru S5 ian blue; Antwerp blue; Vandyke brown; purple
brown; Indi an red ; carmine; go ld; flake white; and
lampbl ack. Of course, gum arabic or gum tragacanth
were al so needed to create a "paint" of the proper
cons istency.
It has been said that theorem painting called for
li ttle origin ality on th e part of the painter. For its
day, that was probably true, but it did ca ll for a
high degree of sk ill. Every part of the design, which
was often a still life featuring flower s and fruits in
baskets and bowls, was created by the use of a stencil.
The pattern for that stencil was supplied from an instruction book. The student cop ied each leaf or flower
or other element faithfully, cut it o ut of stiff paper,
varnished the paper and dried it, a nd then assembled
the patterns. All of these procedures were done exactly according to the instruction book. Skill ful
shading and blending of colo rs, wh ich were app li ed
with a stiff brush, and an eye for mathematical exactness led, in many cases, to indubitably attractive
results. A "tipped" bowl spi lling a profu sion of lu sh
fruits was especially challenging.
Almost at once, decoration by stencil s branched out
onto other bases. Although it continued in the
boarding sc hool s and academies in its original form
until close to the end of the century, it also flouri shed
as a commercial art. In fact, by 1835, stencil-cutting
had come to be recognized as a legitimate trade.
There were clock door panels and dials by the thousands
to be stencil-decorated; more chairs, chests of drawers,
and wooden and tin boxes than artists working by brush
alone could possibly take care of; and, especially in
New England, walls and floors to be painted in this
quick way. Marine scenes, landscapes, which were
often termed "landskips" in that day, rustic cottages,
and ruined castles added to the sum total. In the final
ana lys is, if one rustic scene looked pretty much like
another, there should be no great cause for su rpri se;
they all started from the same in str uction books.

A beautiful example oj Marie's Theorem painting.

An outstanding contemporary Tole-ware
tray by Mabel Wells.

Marie E. DeVerter shows her
mastery oj the art oj Theorem
painting at the Fol k Festival.
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We take note of this development into commercial
art without adverse critici m. Collectors think none
the less of a painted clock dial or a Hitchcock chair
because the decoration tarted with a book of tencil
patterns. At the same time, the patient work of the
young lady who worked on white vel et with a tubby
bru h often came out ahead, arti tically. Some of the
great muse ums evidently think 0, LOO; there are
co ll ection of theorem painting at Shelburne, at turbridge, at the ew York tate H i tori cal
OClallon in
ooper town, and the Abby Aldrich Rockefeller Folk
Art o ll ection at Williamsb urg.
Marie E. De Verter demon trate the art of theorem
painting on the Com mons at the Annual Kutztown
Folk Fest ival. " I work with a erie of tenci l
tha t I cut myel f," he tate!.; "the painting are a ll
do ne on treated velvet." Mo t of her work i framed;
her hu band makes a ll the frame and tries to keep
them a clo e a pos ible to the tyle which were
popular for use with theorem in the Nineteenth
Century.
Mr . De Verter is sc hed uled for a one-perso n show of
hcr work this yea r at th e Hershey Medi ca l Ce nt er at
Her hey, Penn sylva nia . She give lect ure o n the
hi sto ry and procedure of theorem art an d participates
in craft show . These shows include events at the
Mercer Mu seum at Doyle town; P eddl ers Vill age at
Laha ka; Hi storic Schaefferstown at Schaeffer town;
and Lebanon Valley College, in Lebanon, Pennsylvani a .
The Folk Festival visitor is more lik ely to have a
deg ree of familiarity with decorated tinware than he i
with reverse painting on gla or painting on fabric
through the use of stencil s. Tinware decora tion is not
necessarily an older art form, but as lon g ago as the
early part of the Eighteenth Century in Am eri ca, it
wa widely practiced. Like other art form, it und erwent a good many changes or development. However,
in recent yea rs, a consciou effort has been made LO
return, not only to the original patterns, but LO the
early method of work a well.
It should probably be pointed out that "t in " is
something of a misnomer in thi s co nnection; in the
beginning, the metal used was actually thin heet- iron
which had received a plating of tin to protect it from the
air and moi ture as well as to render it more attractive.
Th e u ual tarting point for decora tion was a n over-all
coating or series of coatings of a thinned lacquer.
Thi s proce is known as japanning, which i from its
place of origin. The favored co lor tones for this

Mabel Wells demonstrates her exacting
Tinware [Tole-ware]
brush work at the
Folk Festival.

japanned background \ ere dark bro\ n or bla k.
fter the ba kground had dried, olored de orati e
de ign in a wide ariety of pattern \ ere applied.
Flower, foliage, and bird
ere prime fa orite. On
mall object like tea ani ter or drinking mug onl a
few decoration, uch a a pea h ith foliage, or a
tylized fruit or flower, \ ere po ible. On large tra ,
however, the painter could let him elf go ith elaborate
combination and arrangement.
rom imilaritie on ur i ing example, it eem likel)
LhaL orne arti t depended for their in piration on
pattern which profe ional pattern-maker had deeloped . H owe er, other 0 con i tentl worked out
their own Lyle and arrangement that it i po ible
for a knowledgeable per on to ay
ith authorit ,
"Thi i the work of Filley, or Butler, or te en ,"
or orne other early rna ter.
The tatu term for decorated tin i "tole." Old
tinware v a decorated both by tenciling and b hand palnlIng. When a great many piece had to be turned
out quickly, tenciling wa an ob io u time- a er.
Of cour e, e pecially on large, important piece, more
variety wa po ible with hand-painting. In a ny ca e,
when gi lt border were u ed to create a rna terly fini hing touch, the gi lt was normally app li ed by mean of
elaborately cu t stenci l .
Onl y a per on who ha tried hi s hand at freehand
painting of border on tin can appreciate the almo t
uperhuman con trol ca ll ed for in creati ng a chain of
exactly repeated motif which do not ha e a ingle
waveri ng of the brush. Man y of the traditionali st
were ab le to develop uch kill. A few ani t in our
own time, u ing traditional d es ign and met hod , ca n
match them, but only a few! Mabel Well , of La ncaster, P en nsy lvania , who d emon trat e her work in the
Art and Crafts Building at the Kutztow n Folk Fe ti val,
can do it; 0 can Evelyn Spanninger, another Art
and Craft Building demo nst rator, who come from
H a tfi eld, Pennsy lva nia.
Today 's collector of antique tinware will ordinarily
have to be satisfied with a piece of less than superior
merit. If he is one of the lucky few, however, he
may happen to meet a dealer at the moment that lucky
person has acquired a long-time privately owned piece
or collection which has just come back to the market.
Let us assume that, in the collection of which we are
daydreaming, there are several fine coffee pots. Also,
the collector, with only a limited number of thousanddollar bills in his wallet, is able to secure just one of
them. The first, let us say, is decorated with pomegranates; the second, with rose-like blooms; and a
third, with a distelfink. If he is interested in Pennsylvania Dutchiana and if he exercises his heart's desire,
he will take the one with the peculiarly Pennsylvania
Dutch distelfink - the ultimate in desirability. Lacking
a chance to acquire a fine piece of his own, he will
do well to pay a visit to the Henry Francis Du Pont
Winterthur Museum or to the Philadelphia Museum
of Art, where fine specimens are on view.
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Eleanor L. Charles demonstrates
both Tole-ware painting and the
decoration of ceramics at the
Festival.

T he ear liest Penn ylva ni a pa in ters-o n-tin o f whom we
k now in cl ude Henry Degenhart, who worked in Read ing,
in 1757; Co nrad Ba bb , a lso of Readin g, in 1765;
Willi a m Ba il ey, of Yo rk, in 1792; a nd J acob Eichh o ltz,
of La ncas ter , who e day- boo k fo r th e yea rs, 1805- 18 \7 ,
i in th e possess io n of t he Hi sto ri ca l Society of
P hi lad elp hi a.
Still ot her cra ft te rrito ri e ca ll fo r o ur a llenti o n .
Elea no r L. C ha rl es , of Sunbury, Penn ylva ni a, who
d emo nstra tes to le pa inting in t he C raft Sta ll s a t th e
Ku tztow n Fo lk Festiva l, no tes that whil e kill s a re not
intercha ngea bl e, a n a rti st may be pro ficient in mo re
th a n o ne fi eld . I n her ca e, whil e she fi nds th e
"sa ndin g, ru st-proo fin g , pa inting, a ntiquing, a nd va rni hing" of tin a la bor of love , she a lso finds
satisfaction in employing P enn ylvania Dutch decora ti o n
o n cera mi cs . She ex hibits wid ely a t craft sho ws a nd
has her ow n hop , " Old C olon y Cera mi cs," in Sun bury, P enn sy lva ni a.
Th ere has been a continuing d ema nd fo r pa intd eco ra ted furni t ure , sten ciled or ha nd -pa inted, ever
sin ce it wa first introduced . Stencil ed furniture , o n
whi ch gilt was used fr eely, was popula ri zed ea rl y in
th e Nin eteenth Century by th e produ cts of the Lambert
Hit chcock facto ry a t Hitchco cksv ille , Conn ecti cut.
In cidentl y, as ea rl y as 1826 , thi s celebra ted bu sin ess
o utfit empl oyed women to a ppl y tencil d es igns.
In Am erica, ha nd -pa int ed decorati o n on furnitur e
owed a n a rti sti c debt to pi eces whi ch were pro du ced
in the G erm a n-s pea king section o f E uro pe, Switzerl a nd
in pa rti cul a r . C hes ts, cupboa rd s, built -in bed stead s,
a nd o th er mass iv e obj ects, whi ch were heavil y ad o rn ed
with ga rl a nd of flowers , fruit, and foli age , were
popul a r a broa d . Howeve r , in Am erica , th ese gave
way LO li ghter, mo re ma nagea bl e pi eces , with stra ight
a nd roc kin g cha irs prim e fa vorites for decora tion .
As a matter of fa ct, to many collecLOrs, th e term
"painted furniture" is lik ely to connote a set of
pl a nk -bottom chairs with bac ks of half spindle or
vase-s pla t or balloon -bac k con tru ction . Su ch cha irs
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George Kline speciali7es in decorated small foot stools and children's
furniture.

may be ha nd -pa in ted or stencil ed o r both , not in freq uentl y ha nd -pa in ting over a stenciled pattern. The
motifs incl ud e bird s, fl owers, fruit, a nd foliage. In
fac t, the sa me o bj ects used o n glass o r tin o r
velvet, a lbeit often in la rger sizes but wi th less atten tio n
to prec ise deta il , we re used . Sets of cha irs, whi ch
were a favo rite wedding gift fro m pa rents to their
da ughte r a century or lo nger ago in rura l P ennsylva ni a, ca n still be fo und .... with luck! Once in a long
wh ile, so me of the pi ece in a set of six will be
ig ned by perh a ps " Geo rge H ay , Chair , Ca binet &
Co ffin Maker , York , Pa ." o r " Joseph Jones, nearl y
o ppos it e Academ y, West C hes ter , P a ."
It should be noted, however, that painted furniture
is both ea rlier and la ter th a n these enormou sly popula r
Nineteenth Century chairs. The Eighteenth Century
dower che ts of the P ennsylva nia Dutch Country were
mad e by go o d ca binet ma kers and paint-decorated by
better-t han -good craftsmen. The finest of these chests
may be valued at many thousands of dollars, with miniatures in the arn e style even more desired and desirable.
Little boxes, and there is a whole world which could
be covered here, were often painted with consummate
skill . Ad vanced collectors maintain a perennial alert
for the tulip-decorated boxes of Henry Bucher, of Berks

Excellant period examples
of decorative painting.

Evelyn Spanninger, expert furn iture
decorator, as well as a noted
Tole-ware painter.

Everyone would be proud to own
this decorated Deacon Bench by
Evelyn Spanninger.

County, Pennsylvania; or the affron or egg cup of
Jo peh Lehn; or the lillie tree-and-house decorated
Weber bureau boxe ; or, without much hope, a leeve
box or alt box or tape-loom decorated by John,or
Joh anne , Drisse l.
Past the mid- ineteenth Century mark, there i a
"late" paint-decorated period, the o-cal led "COllage
furniture era." While the shapes and proportiqns of
beds, bureaus, wash stand s, and other piece are not
always in line with modern tastes, they are often
good and the paint decoration is usually done with
profes ional ski ll.
One of the most notable development of the Nineteenth Century, in term of hand-painted decoration,
is that of st riping, which is a lmo t an art in itself.
Stripin g is the app lying of broad or fine continuous
band s of co lor to eats, backs, run gs, sp lat, and
spindles of cha irs. It was a lso used on the part of
buggie and leig h which need to be highlighted so
that the fine proportion wou ld be empha ized. It
was a l 0 u ed on other piece on which flower arrangement wo uld be out of place. Striping call s for a
keen eye, perfect mu cular co ntro l, and quick, unfailing
arti Lic judgement. It can be done on sma ll or uncomp li cated a reas by mean of tencils, but 'it show to
best advantage when it is done freehand.

t the Folk Fe ti ai, only a fraction of the whole
proce of decorati e furniture painting can be demonLrated . What the pectator ee i enough to make him
aware of the fact that, whate er the urface, orne of
the arne ba ic de ign, kills, and technique of all
painted decoration apply. George and Paulin e Kline,
of Hamburg, Penn yl ania, decorate both antique and
reproduction furniture according to the old method.
They do not u e tencil ; they do all the bru h work by
hand. They pecialize in chi ldren' furniture and in
mall footstools. Of top quality, their work ha been
hown widely, notably at the
ational Festival of
Craft men, at Sil er Dollar City, Mi ouri, and at
William burg, Virginia.

From the author's personal collection,
photographed by Stephen A. Karas.

Evelyn Spanninger, who wa mentioned earlier a a
tole painter, work with eq ual proficiency on furniture.
She ha developed fi e working kit of de ign for
those who wi h to try their hand at this form of
decoration. One hould not have favorite, but we
find her 1977 "Fr uit De igns" kit especially appealing.
" I ea ed into the art world at ten," she ob erve.
"My father was a textile designer and manufact urer.
He brought home designs sketched out roughly on
graph paper. They fa cinated me. I got a quaretipped sable brush and I wa on my wax."
Mabel Well, a lso mentioned before as a tole painter,
has a o lid reputation as a furn iture painter a nd restorer. She has exhibited widely. One of her mo t
demanding "a ignments" came in 1976, when she was
asked to make fifty painted trays for the Governors'
Convention, which was held in H arrisburg, Penn ylvania .
Of cour e, each one had to be done individually.
Her achievements go beyond furniture and to le and
include such challenge as the redecoration of a stage
coach with gold leaf and re toration of the decorations
on a fire hose wagon. She ha exhibited and taught
at such places as Shippen burg State Co ll ege, Shippensburg, Pennsylvania; at the Farmer's Museum, at Landis
Valley, Pennsylvania; and at the William Penn Museum,
at H arri burg, Pennsylvania.
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DAYTIME
GATHERINGS
STARTING AT 9 a.m. TO 6 p.m.
GATE ADMISSION is $4.00;
children under twelve , $1 .50; parking
on Festival Grounds is $1 .00 per car.
All Entertainment , Demonstrations,
Exhibits and Special Events are
included in Admission Price .
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FOOD PLATTERS

FAMILY STYLE DINNERS
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FOOD SPECIALTIES
OF THE PA. DUTCH

" COOL " WATER FOUNTAINS

m POLICE

SERVICES

REST ROOMS

PRESS

m FIRST AID

.. •

m HOSPITALITY TENT

f1:'3 TELEPHONES fE

m OFFICE

fE

W

.... EATING & DRINKING BLDGS.
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FOOD AND DRINK

Featuring activities of interest to children (and adults) .

CHILDREN'S FESTIVAL AREA

Ftstiuar~rounas

BUILDINGS
ARTS and CRAFTS
Hex Sign Painting 0 Weaving 0 Pottery oChair
Caning oDecorating Eggs oSilversmith oCorn
Husk Dolls oTinsmith 0 Straw mobiles 0 Wood
Carving . Spatterware . Furniture Painting
Rug Making 0 Block Printing 0 Toleware
Painting 0 Dried Flowers 0 Fraktur 0 Bonnets
SCrimshawoLeather oSchwenkfelders oTi nsel
Painting oCrewel Embroidery oWood Turning
Jewelry 0 Antique Lighting oScherenschn ;tte

COUNTRY STORE
ANTIQUES
FARMERS MARKET
CRAFT STALLS
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46 Stalls with different craftsmen from the
Pennsylvania Dutch area displaying , demonstrating , and selling their unique wares .
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The Folk Festival Common portrays the down-to-earth qualities of the
Pennsylvania Dutch, showing the many facets of their way of life.
L.

lSee Pages

SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES
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D MAIN STAGE
!HI SEMINAR STAGE
~ URSINUS COLLEGE STUDIES
& FESTIVAL PROGRAMS
D HOEDOWNING
THE KIDNAPPING
r;t PUPPET SHOW
D BALLOON ASCENSION
1£:] QUILTING
I!J FARM PRODUCE
&:ill GLASS BLOWING
GARDEN TOURS
it) CHILDREN 'S GAMES
AMISH WEDDING
HANGING
COUNTRY KITCHEN
BUTCHERING
AMISH BARN - RAISING
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FOLK FESTIVAL COMMON

Map or tht Kutztown Folk

COLLEGE BLVD. GATE

0

*

PUPPET SHOW

o Wooden Toy Maker

• Bee Lore

o Leather Lore

• Wooden Games

o Snake Lore

• Puzzle Lore

o Mapte Syrup Lore

BALLOON ASCENStON

.t.t4.~.

0

0

Christmas Lore
Christmas
Cookie Lore
Catico Comer

0

Weathervan& •
Lore
Basket Maker

Painting •

Scratchboard
Old-Time
Musical •
tnstruments
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